
 

King of Atlantis  
 
 
The legend of the lost city of Atlantis has resurfaced! Join King Poseidon and his 
queen Cleito in King Of Atlantis as you dive deep for the sunken wealth hiding 
beneath the waves.  
 
Enjoy the huge win potential of the Super Stacked Wilds feature, offering 2x5 stacks 
of Wild symbols, that give you even more chances to win on a spin. Bet more to 
increase the chances of the number of Wild symbols appearing: from 20 to 40 to 
60!  
 
Trigger the Free Spins Bonus and earn 8 free spins when the Bonus symbol appears 
on reel 1, along with 1 or more Wild symbols anywhere on reels 2 to 5. The Wild 
symbols stay wild during the entire bonus, granting the possibility of more kingly 
rewards from the bountiful depths.  

 
How to Bet  
 
King Of Atlantis features 40 fixed paylines for 40 coins. The standard bet contains 
20 Wild symbols (2 Gigantic Wilds).  
 
WILD SIDE BET  
Press the WILDS button to increase the number of Wild Symbols appearing on the 
reels.  
 
Bet an additional 25 coins times the line bet to increase the number of Wild symbols 
in the reel sets to 40 (4 Gigantic Wilds).  
 
Bet an additional 50 coins times the line bet to increase the number of Wild symbols 
in the reel sets to 60 (6 Gigantic Wilds).  
 
TOTAL BET  
Displays the current bet value shown in currency.  
Press to reveal the Bet Menu and choose a bet amount.  
 
SPIN  
Press to submit the bet and spin the reels.  
 
 
Gigantic Wilds Feature  
 
Choose the number of Gigantic Wilds to play by pressing the WILDS button.  



 
The Gigantic Wilds symbol is five symbols high, two reels wide, and contains 10 
individual Wild symbols.  
 
When appearing on the screen it replaces adjacent symbols on the reel to its right.  
 
A total bet value of 40 includes two Gigantic Wilds symbols.  
 
A total bet value of 65 includes four Gigantic Wilds symbols.  
 
A total bet value of 90 includes six Gigantic Wilds symbols.  
 
Increasing the number of Gigantic Wilds increases the odds for winning.  
 
The Gigantic Wilds symbols appear on reels 2 and 4 only, and substitutes for all 
symbols except the Bonus symbol.  
 
 
Poseidon Free Spins Bonus  
 
The Poseidon Free Spins Bonus is triggered by getting a Bonus symbol on the first 
reel in combination with any number of scattered Gigantic Wilds symbols.  
 
Bonus symbol appears on reel 1 in the base game only.  
 
The Poseidon Free Spins Bonus awards 8 free spins. Any symbol positions that 
contained Gigantic Wilds symbols in the base game that triggered the Bonus remain 
wild for the entire bonus.  
 
The Poseidon Free Spins Bonus cannot be retriggered.  
 
The Free Spins Bonus is played on special bonus reels that also contain Gigantic 
Wilds symbols.  
 
Free spins are played at the same total bet as the triggering spin.  
 
 
Rules  
 
Misuse or malfunction voids all pays and plays.  
 
All line win symbols must appear on a played line and on consecutive reels, 
beginning with the far left reel.  
 
Line wins pay from left to right. Line wins are multiplied by the line bet on the 
winning line. Coinciding line wins on different paylines are added.  



Bonus wins are added to line wins, and only the highest winning combination is 
paid.  

Wins are shown in currency.  

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game 
interface.

Wild symbol substitutes for any other symbol except the Bonus symbol. 

Wild symbol appears on reels 2 and 4 only.  

Bonus symbol appears on reel 1 in the base game only.  

In some jurisdictions, regardless of bet size, there is an award cap on any single 
transaction. See the paytable for details.  
A transaction includes the results of the Poseidon Free Spins Bonus plus the outcome 
which launched the bonus. 
If the award cap is reached in the bonus, the bonus ends immediately, even if there 
are remaining free spins.  

Additional Information 

Expected Payback  
In accordance with fair gaming practices required in most legal jurisdictions 
worldwide, each and every game outcome is completely independent. The odds of 
getting any particular outcome are always the same. The odds do not vary based on 
prior outcomes, bet size, balance size, time of day, day of week, etc. For example, if 
the top award is won on a given play of the game, the chances of winning the top 
award on the next play are exactly the same. Likewise, prior losses do not change 
future odds. 

The expected payback reflects the theoretical return across a very large number of 
plays by numerous players over an extended period of time. For this game type, the 
long-term theoretically expected payback is 94.14%. The results for any given player 
over a play session can vary widely from this long-term, expected average in either 
direction. The fewer the number of games played, the wider the normal variance of 
actual payback that may be experienced.  

Any game in progress for more than 30 days will be cancelled, and the 
corresponding bet will be refunded.

Intellectual Property  
All trademarks are registered trademarks or pending trademarks of IGT in the U.S. 
and/or other countries. © 2017 IGT. All rights reserved.  


